
Related Types of

Equity-linked Securities



Liquid Yield Options Note (LYON)

- introduced by Merill Lynch in 1985

1. The bonds were created as zero coupon bonds offered at a deep discount to face
value.

2. Investors were given a put option at a price equal to the original offering price of
the LYONs plus the interest that accrues to the date of the put.

Since the put price is based on a yield-to-maturity consistent with the time frame of the
put, companies can issue what is essentially longer-term debt at rates equivalent to those
of short to intermediate maturities.



LYON example – Motorola Inc. 0% Due 2013

Risk/Reward Table

Time Stock price Bond price Convertible
% change % change participation

    DOWNSIDE 1.00 year    -32.0     -1.4    4.3%

0.50 year    -23.9     -1.8     7.5%

0.50 year     31.5     15.2    48.2%

       UPSIDE 1.00 year     47.3     23.4     49.4%



Convertible principal-protected notes

Example
Morgan Stanley Technology Exchangeable Note Trust Certificate

0 percent 5/1/2001, callable 5/1/99

Technology basket           Exchange ratios

  Cisco Systems           2.03875
  Electronic Data Systems       2.67055
  Hewlett-Packard        2.77160
  Intel Corp.     1.17199
  Microsoft      0.95306 (pre-split)
  Oracle      3.02505

At maturity, the units will redeem for the greater of par (1,000) or the cash value of the
technology basket.



Exchangeable convertible bonds

They are issued by one company and converted into the stock of another company.

Example
Pennzoil owned over 18,000,000 shares of Chevron common stock. Using this stock as
collateral, Pennzoil issued over $902,000,000 worth of bonds convertible into Chevron
shares.

Advantages
! Received the proceeds for selling the issues at a 21% premium over Chevron’s

current stock price.
! Pennzoil received $33.4 million annually in dividends from the Chevron shares.

Disadvantage
Forfeit the potential upside growth of the stock price.



Exchangeable debts in the form of convertible debt

- exercisable into the common stock of a company other than the issuer’s.

Prudential Dart & Kraft

Issue size ($mm)   150.0   85.0
Coupon  10.125   7.75
Warrant

Underlying Stock   AT&T   MMM
Common Price   65.25   83.875
Dividend Yield    8.37   4.05
Conversion Price   75.25   99.45
Conversion Premium   15.23   18.56



Criteria for calculating the investment value of a convertible debt 
 

!"Coupon rate 
!"Creditworthiness of the issuer 
!"Maturity date 
!"Conversion premium 
!"Ratio of conversion price to current stock price 
!"Volatility of the stock price 
!"Dividend yield of the stock price 
!"Presence of other embedded option features, like callability 

and puttability 
!"Correlation of the stock price with the interest rate 
!"Prevailing risk free interest rate and volatility of interest rate 



Asset-linked convertibles 
 
Combined the security of fixed income with convertibility into precious metal 
instead of common stock.  
 
Example 
Sunshine Mines issued a convertible bond with a 15-year maturity and an 8.5 percent 
coupon, convertible into silver at $20 an ounce. 
 
!"The issuer is willing to share the potential price appreciation of the underlying 

commodity in exchange for a lower coupon rate and better terms in bond 
indentures. 

 
!"Payouts can be in either the commodity or its cash equivalent. 

 
Investors looked to metal to preserve their capital when inflation is pronounced. 
As inflation leveled its peak in the early 1980s, interest in asset-linked convertibles 
also faded. 

 
 



Convertible preferred stock

• The holder has the right to convert to a specified number of
shares of the underlying common stock at any time.

• It has a specified dividend rate that is declared by the board of
directors, usually quarterly.

• There is no maturity date, unlike the convertible bond.

• After the call protection expires, the company has the option of
redeeming the issue at the stated par value or call price.

• Exchangeable feature: gives the company the additional option
of exchanging the convertible preferred stock for convertible
bonds.



Summary Term Sheet/Structure - Microsoft 2.75%
Convertible Exchangeable Preferred

Principal protection at par:     $79.875 par

Dividend:                                2.75%

Dividend Settlement:              Cash

Conversion Prices:                  High Strike = $102.24 ( Cap
     Price). Low Strike = $79.875
     (Floor Price).

Conversion Premium:             28.0% ($102.24 Cap Price vs.
     $79.875 common price at
     issuance)

Credit Rating:                         A1/AA-

Issue Size:                               $1.0 Billion (12,519,562
     shares)



Convertibility:                                   Not before maturity (European style
 option)

Hard Call:                                          Non call life = 3.0 years (12/15/1999)
Maturity:                                            12/15/1999
Maturity Settlement:                          Paid in stock and/or cash based on

  20-trading day MSFT average close
  ending 2-trading days prior to 
  maturity date.

1. If $79.875 <= MSFT <= $102.24, investor gets 1.0 share of MSFT or
    the cash equivalent.
  
2. If MSFT<= $79.875, investor gets the number of MSFT shares
    equivalent to $79.875 or the cash equivalent.

3. If MSFT >= $102.24, investor gets the number of MSFT shares
    equivalent in value to $102.24 or the cash equivalent.



Exchangeability:                    Into MSFT 2.75% Convertible
        Notes due 1999 beginning 3/15/97 

                   on any dividend date. Terms  essentially
        are identical to MSFT 2.75% Cvt. Pfd.
        except for certain maturity settlement

             features (see below). 
Maturity Settlement (bond):   Differs from MSFT 2.75% Cvt Pfd. in

         three respects:

1. Investors must elect conversion option or bond automatically will
    be redeemed for $79.875.

      
2. Investors receive an additional $0.40/share if they elect to convert
    at maturity.

3. If settle in stock, investors get the number of shares equal to 99.5%
    of the maturity settlement value.



Valuation of MSFT 2.5% Convertible
Exchangeable Preferred

• At maturity
The annualized minimum return on investment would be

2.75 percent if, in three years, the stock were worth $79.875 or
less. The maximum annualized return on investment over three
years would be 11.4 percent if the stock were $102.24 or greater.

• Within the life of the instrument, the equivalent synthetic is 
Long common stock at 79.875.
Long put on common stock at a strike price of 79.875, 
expiration December 15, 1999.
Short call option with a strike of 102.24, expiration 
December 15, 1999.
Yield advantage over common stock 2.75 percent.



Convertible stock notes

• Instead of paying interest and principal in cash, these notes
pay in common stock or cash, at the issuer’s option
(designed to give issuers flexibility in managing cash
flow).

• They are typically issued by troubled companies.
Companies facing bankruptcy often ask creditors to
exchange debt for convertible stock notes (allowing for
increased equity participation but forfeiting coupon
incomes).



Example
Anacomp - facing bankruptcy in the mid-1980s

• proposed to exchange the convertible 137/8

  percent bonds for convertible stock notes with higher

  conversion ratio (increased to 250 shares per bond

  from 57.143).

As the stock price recovered to $8 (original conversion
price was $17.50) in mid-1987, the new convertible
stock notes had an intrinsic value of 200% of par.

This illustrates the advantage of being a creditor
rather than a shareholder when a company’s fortunes
change.



Mandatory convertibles

Automatically be converted into stock at a specified
time, unlike normal convertibles, which the holder has
the right to convert at any time.

• As of Dec. 31, 1996, they represented 19.5 percent of

  total convertible market value, up from 9.8 percent in

  1992.

• Holders of mandatory convertibles may have voting

   rights.

• They have the same downside risk as the underlying

  common stocks except for the yield advantage.



PERCS- preferred equity redemption
cumulative stock

• offer investors a higher yield than the common stock
and participate in price increases for the stock up to a
cap price;

• PERCS can be called at any time, but the call price is
usually at a premium to the cap price;

• subject to mandatory redemption by certain maturity
date;

• payable either in cash or shares of the underlying
stock.



RJR Nabisco Holdings 9.25% due 1997
(PERCS) Risk/Reward Table

 Time % change 
in stock 

price 

PERCS % 
change in 

value 

PERCS 
equity 

participa-
tion 

Downside 1.00 year -27.1 -13.2 49% 

 0.5 year -20.0 -10.0 50% 

 0.5 year 25.0 18.5 74% 

Upside 1.00 year 37.1 19.2 52% 

 



Equity-linked securities (ELK)

In August 1994, Solomon Brothers issued an ELK linked to
the performance of Digital Equipment Corporation.

• In return for accepting the limitation on upside potential,
the investor receives a yield premium of 6.75 percent over
the common stock.

Analogy to the covered call strategies

Owner of a certain stock sells out-of-the-money call options
against the stock to collect an upfront premium.



Debt Exchangeable for Common stock, DEC

American Express used DEC to convert book assets to cash
on its stake in First Data Corp.

• AE sold its stake at a conversion premium of 22 percent to

  the current market price and yet also deferred the capital

  gain.

• At the end of Year Three, investors receive

         0.819 of common stock if share price > $44.875

         one share of common stock if otherwise.

   The upside potential is 81.9 percent of the upside above

   conversion price.

• Upon redemption, issuer can choose to redeem in stock or

   cash. 



Convertible monthly income preferred stock

Similar to convertible preferred , MIPS are issued
by a special-purpose entity, called a special
purpose subsidiary (SPS) set up by the parent
company.

• The dividends paid by the MIPS are tax-

   deductible to the corporation - an advantage to

   both issuer and investor.

• The SPS lends the proceed of the stock to its

   corporate parent. The corporate parent can

   deduct the interest payments on the debt.


